RAINDROP
Gutter Guard Systems
* ****

WARRANTY/GUARANTEE
Coverage Statement
Material coverage applies to the property owner/purchaser and applies to structural defects only.
Raindrop to be free of material structural defects for a period of Ten Years from the date of purchase
Structural defect apply to normal wear and tear conditions.
The following statements apply in an
unlikely event of a claim. The monetarily value is the purchase price of the material cost. Calculated
value is based on a prorated value over 120 months. Claims must be in writing and received by RAINDROP
within 30 days of the date of the occurrence of a structural material defect. Materials must be installed in
conjunction with RAINDROP by a competent and qualified installer and within the guidelines specified with
the installation instruction included inside every full box of gutter guards shipped.
Raindrop does not guarantee the condition or performance of the gutter system upon which it is being
installed upon. It is the responsibility of the installer to confirm the proper condition of the gutter system.
As with any gutter guard system, a properly installed gutter system is essential in eliminating potential risks
of clogging. Full and complete cleaning of the gutter before guards are installed. Gutters need to be
properly pitched towards the downspouts for maximum water flow with no standing water left behind in the
gutter. Water flow along the gutter floor should not be obstructed in any way by, but not limited to,
standing water, debris, sealants, overlap seams, gutter hangers, corners, fasteners, drop outlet rims, etc…
. Expected results and performance of the system is achieved with downspouts openings that are equal to
the width of the entire gutter floor width and which provide a smooth, unobstructed field of travel for water
to flow into and down the entire downspout length.
Performance coverage pertains to the successful efficiency of RAINDROP guard to perform as intended.
Coverage is specifically limited to a “No Clog” guarantee that the owners/purchasers gutter system will be
free from clogging. In the unlikely event that the gutter system becomes clogged… RAINDROP will
authorize the original “certified” installer to act as its agent to rectify the problem by, but not limited to,
guard repair, replacement, or cleaning. RAINDROP, in a prompt professional manner, reserves the right to
review, inspect, and rectify any such claim. Coverage applies to only guards installed on a properly installed
guttering system.
Inclusively…RAINDROP is a leaf and debris gutter protection system and must be install for its intended
use. RAINDROP gutter guards are designed not to effect adjoining roof systems or gutter systems.
RAINDROP’s limits of liability apply to the guard individually and specifically does not include
warranty/guarantee coverage to existing or future roof systems or guttering systems. “Alterations” to
adjoining roof systems or gutter systems after RAINDROP guard installation will void all warranty/guarantee
coverage, expressed or implied, unless written notice, direct discussion or inspection request is given to
RAINDROP and executed within 30 days of such an event.
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